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This contribution addresses the problem of expressing preferences among nonfunctional properties in a Web Service architecture. In such a context, semantic
annotations are needed and added on service declaration and business process
in order to select the best available service. These conditional and unconditional
preferences are managed using Conditional Preference-Networks (CP-Nets).
But in several cases, uncertainty related to the preferences has to be taken
into account to achieve a better satisfaction rate. We propose the use of fuzzy
linguistic information inside the whole process when it will be necessary.
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1. Introduction
Service-oriented architectures (SOA) deal with the growing need for distributed applications capable of evolving continuously over their execution.
In the context of the web, services can appear and disappear at runtime,
thus requiring a loose coupling between service providers and consumers.
To get this loose coupling, we adopt the late-binding of calls to services,
by deciding at runtime which service will be called to satisfy each con-
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sumers’ request. We use consumers’ preferences over the functional and
non-functional characteristics to choose among candidate services.
We concur with Schröpfer et al.11 to use a CP-Nets approach to elicit
and exploit consumers preferences in a Semantic Service Oriented Architecture (SSOA). But we use the fuzzy linguistic approach12 to model nonfunctional preferences for the dynamic selection of Web services. These
preferences express complex requirements, defined inside Web processes,
that are related to the different non-functional characteristics of the services that will be needed to guarantee the application’s execution (an SOA
application is a set of Web processes and dynamically discovered Web services).
In the rest of the paper, we first introduce our technical framework,
then we briefly describe ”*CP-Nets”∗ . Section 4 introduces our proposal of
using fuzzy linguistic in modeling preferences, Section 5 provides a proofof-concept example, while Section 6 points out conclusions and future work.

2. Technical Framework
2.1. SOA and Web Services
In the SOA framework, two distinct roles are identified. Service providers
implement (generic) functionalities made available to applications, thanks
to SOA standards like, e.g., service directories, as Web services. Service
consumers request and use services available on the network according to
their specific requirements through service calls made by Web processes.
To cope with the dynamism of the Web, the binding of Web services
(from providers) to Web processes (of consumers) is established on the fly,
at runtime. To achieve this, and to provide for high interoperability among
heterogeneous service offers and requests, we make this binding go much farther than the traditional syntactic approach by using semantic annotations
on service offers and requests to identify offers that match each request. In
our approach, semantics encompasses both functional (what services do and
processes need) and non-functional properties (QoS and related properties
guaranteed by Web services and required by Web processes).

∗ ”*CP-Nets”

means any kind of Conditional Preference Networks, i.e. CP-Nets, TCPNets, UCP-Nets, etc.
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2.2. Functional and Non-Functional Constraints
Functionality of service offers concerns the core business work provided by
each Web services. We strive to semantically describe the main features
of the service: its end goal and the ontological concepts associated to its
input and output parameters. We use SAWSDL10 to annotate otherwise
syntax-based service offers with classes (i.e. concepts) from domain ontologies. Service requests express similarly their semantic requirements for the
completion of their task.
But we also strive to build Quality of Service (QoS) awareness into
the above SSOA platform to select at runtime the best service(s) available
to fulfill each request. Indeed, after filtering with functional constraints,
we also use non-functional information to further seek the best service(s).
Non-functional requirements are constraints and preferences applied to both
statically published and instantaneously measured QoS values associated to
the functionally filtered services.
A major issue when dealing with QoS is the large number of different
dimensions (e.g. latency, precision, etc.) of importance. Because one rarely
gets an offer that is the best for every different QoS dimension, we need
consumer preferences to rank offers given their relative strength on the
different dimensions. To this end, we propose a new formalism based on
the combination of CP-Nets1 and the fuzzy linguistic approach12 to specify
the preferences of web processes over the different QoS properties of offers.

3. Modelling Preferences Through *CP-Nets
3.1. CP-Nets
A CP-Net (Conditional Preference-Network) is a compact graphical representation of qualitative user preferences.3 It is relatively intuitive. Its
main elements are: nodes representing the problem variables (properties),
arcs denoting preferences among these variables for given values, and the
“Conditional Preference Tables” or CPT. CPTs express the preference over
values taken by nodes, using binary relationship between them.
CP-Nets allow for the preference modeling of statements such as “I
prefer the V1 value for property X over V2 if properties Y equals VY and
Z equals VZ ”. In fact, this graphical representation allows us to express
the dependency between connected CPTs. There is also a notion of relative
preference between the preferences themselves: a CPT associated with a
specific node has a higher priority than the CPTs of its offspring.
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3.2. Common CP-Nets variants
Utility CP-Nets, or UCP-Nets, differ from CP-Nets by replacing the binary
relationship between node values in CPTs by utility factors.2 A utility factor
is a real number associated to the value assigned to a node X from the
network, given a specific assignment to its parent nodes P a(X). Utility
factors express preference degrees for the different assignments.
Another extension, named Tradeoffs-enhanced CP-Nets, or TCP-Nets,
allows one to express preferences of the form: “A better assignment for X is
more important than a better assignment for Y ”. These are called relative
importance statements.4 Using a new kind of preference tables and a new
specific arc, TCP-Nets generalize this class of preferences in order to accept
conditional relative importance statements. With these, it becomes possible
to express preferences of the form: “A better assignment for X is more
important than a better assignment for Y given that Z = z”.
Our idea to use the TCP- and UCP-Nets formalisms for service selection
in an SOA framework has already been proposed11 but we go further by
following a fuzzy linguistic approach alongside *CP-Nets.
4. Fuzzy Linguistic Approach and CP-Nets
*CP-Nets exhibit two important limitations to express preferences in a QoS
settings. Many QoS dimensions are defined by continuous domain variables,
but *CP-Nets do not handle continuous variables. We propose to discretize
continuous domains using fuzzy linguistic terms12 instead of crisp subsets.
Another problem is that precise utility values, such as those used in UCPNets, are hard to get from the customers. We propose to express the utility
factors with qualitative data, i.e. words translated into fuzzy subsets, later
on represented as fuzzy 2-tuples8 to compute global utility functions.
4.1. Fuzzy Linguistic Approach
The fuzzy linguistic approach represents qualitative aspects as linguistic
values by means of linguistic variables.12 Appropriate linguistic descriptors
must be chosen to form the term set as well as their semantics. The universe
of the discourse over which the term set is defined can be arbitrary. In this
paper, we shall use the interval [0, 1]. Odd cardinality term sets, typically
7 or 9, are preferred,6,8 representing the mid term by an assessment of
“approximately 0.5”, other terms being placed symmetrically around it. For
example, a set of five terms S, could be given as: S = {s0 : very low, s1 :
low, s2 : medium, s3 : high, s4 : very high}.
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Imaging web service QoS preferences example using LCP-Nets.

It is also required that there exist negation Neg, a max and min operators defined over this set.8 The use of linguistic variables implies the
processes of computing with words for their fusion, aggregation, comparison, etc. To perform these computations, different models have been used
such as the semantic,5 the symbolic6 or the 2-tuple8 representation models.
4.2. Linguistic CP-Nets (LCP-Nets)
We propose a new variant of CP-Nets, called LCP-Nets, to get the advantage of the fuzzy linguistic approach into a marriage of UCP-Nets and
TCP-Nets. LCP-Nets have nodes corresponding to problem variables which
continuous domains are discretized as linguistic term sets. LCP-Nets allow
users to express tradeoffs among variables using i-arcs from TCP-Nets. Finally, LCP-Nets have CPTs similar to the ones of UCP-Nets, but express
utilities with linguistic terms rather than numerical values.
Those linguistic terms are represented as 2-tuples to allow for the computation of the aggregated global utility function of the LCP-Net from its
different CPTs. To perform this aggregation, we use a weighted average
operator where the weights are in [0,1], sum to 1 and are decreasing from
more important variables (high in the LCP-Net) to less important ones.
5. Example
Consider an imaging web service which QoS is defined using three dimensions: security (S), bandwidth (B) and image resolution (R). The user always prefers bandwidth over security, and if the bandwidth is low, he prefers
low-resolution images because he simply needs images as fast as possible.
Figure 1 gives the corresponding LCP-Net.
Security can be either none or full, given utilities very low and very
high respectively. The preference of bandwidth over security is accounted
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for by an i-arc from B to S (an arc with a middle triangle). The bandwidth
is discretized using three linguistic variables BL (low), BM (medium) and
BH (high). Preferences among these values are given by the CPT beside
B, expressing a very low preference for a low bandwidth, a medium one for
the medium bandwidth and a very high one for a high bandwidth.
Image resolution is also discretized using two linguistic terms: RL (low)
and RH (high). The preferences among these values are conditional to the
bandwidth. If the bandwidth is low (BL ), a low resolution (RL ) has higher
preference (very high), but if the bandwidth is high (BH ), a high resolution
(RH ) is prefered (very high). When the bandwidth is medium (Bm ), a low
resolution image is prefered, but with less intensity (high).
Using weights 0.6, 0.25 and 0.15 for B, S and R, we can compute,8 for
example, the global utility of the assignment (Sf ull , BM , RH ) as ∆(0.6 ×
2 + 0.25 × 4 + 0.15 × 4) = 2.8 = (3, −0.2) which gives the term high.
6. Conclusions
In this paper, we have presented a new variant of CP-Nets, called Linguistic CP-Nets (LCP-Nets), combining features of UCP-Nets and TCP-Nets
with the advantages of a fuzzy linguistic approach to discretize continuous
domain variables, and to express the utilities of assignments to variables in
conditional preference tables. LCP-Nets prove to be well suited for semantic
SOA, as they allow users to effectively discretize continuous domain QoS
with appropriate linguistic terms, and to express utility of assignments in
a qualitative manner rather than an often contrived numerical one.
We have assumed for the time being that utilities are always expressed
using the same linguistic term set, but this restriction could easily be removed by using a multigranular9 approach when computing the global
utility function. Similarly, the assumption on the linguistic sets as being
centered on 0.5 with terms being equidistant could also be removed using
approaches to cope with unbalanced term sets.7
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